Q'S GADGET LAB: MAKER PROJECT

REARVIEW GLASSES

YOUR MISSION:

Create sunglasses that allow you to have “eyes in the back of your head” so you are aware of your surroundings when completing top secret missions.

WHAT YOU NEED:

- A pair of sunglasses
- Mirrored sheets
- Scissors
- Glue

HOW TO MAKE IT:

1. Cut two small strips from your mirrored sheet that are just slightly longer than the height of the lenses and about a third of the width of the lenses.

2. Hold the mirrored strips firmly against the outside of the lens and trim the strip with your scissors so that they perfectly fit in the glasses. Make sure the mirror strip doesn’t block too much of your forward vision, if it does trim the mirror strip down.

3. Peel back the adhesive on the mirror strips and place them on the inside of the lenses. If using non-adhesive mirror strips, glue the strips onto the lenses.

HOW TO USE IT:

Wear your rearview glasses while completing covert missions so no one can sneak up on you!